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Abstract 22 
 Gigapixel and gigapixel-like (GPL) imaging strategies are a powerful means of communicating 23 
scientific results of visual observations in academic and public spheres. GPL images are made from a 24 
photomosaic of multiple, adjacent extended focus images, which allows users to “pan and zoom” across a 25 
surface to document or analyze specific features. Microscopic approaches using GPL imaging strategies 26 
are gaining popularity in use-wear analyses of lithics and bone implements but have not been applied to 27 
the study of human skeletal or dental remains. Here we present three examples of GPL imaging using 28 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the dental surfaces of teeth excavated from the Chalcolithic 29 
contexts of El Mirador Cave (Sierra de Atapuerca, Burgos, Spain). Numerous common features are 30 
identifiable in the GPL examples from El Mirador Cave that include wear features (e.g., enamel chipping, 31 
labial striations), perikymata, calculus deposits, hypoplasias, and postmortem taphonomic features. One 32 
GPL example shows a less-commonly documented pair of lingual surface features (i.e., lingual surface 33 
attrition of the maxillary anterior teeth [LSAMAT] and a continuous cingular lesion [CCL]) for which co-34 
occurrence has not been previously documented. Another example using a combination of GPL, 35 
macrophotography, and additional high magnification SEM images shows a clear case of chemical 36 
erosion on a labial surface of the tooth - a seldom documented form of wear in bioarchaeological 37 
contexts. This latter example also highlights the complementary nature of SEM (and GPL) with digital 38 
macrophotography for documenting dental wear features. Together, these examples illustrate the utility of 39 
GPL images of dental surfaces for didactic purposes and analysis.  40 
 41 
Introduction  42 

Dental anthropology makes considerable use of microscopic observations and analyses that  43 
include dental microwear analyses of dietary and non-dietary tooth-using behaviors (Teaford et al., 2001; 44 
Semprebon et al., 2004; Teaford, 2007; Ungar et al., 2008; Lozano et al., 2008, 2017; Romero and De 45 
Juan, 2012; Krueger, 2016; Willman, 2016, 2017; Hernando et al., 2020), anomalous features (Bondioli et 46 
al., 2012; Dori and Moggi-Cecchi, 2014); incremental growth (Guatelli-Steinberg et al., 2007; Hillson, 47 
2014; Modesto-Mata et al., 2017), stress indicators and growth disruption (Guatelli-Steinberg et al., 2004, 48 
2013; Hillson, 2014; McGrath et al., 2018), calculus inclusions (Power et al., 2015; Sperduti et al., 2018; 49 
Bucchi et al., 2019), and taphonomy (King et al., 1999; Martínez and Pérez-Pérez, 2004) among many 50 
other topics. An historical emphasis and continued use of optical light microscopy and scanning electron 51 
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microscopy (SEM) in dental anthropology has expanded to include other microscopic imaging 52 
technologies such as white light confocal microscopy (Teaford, 2007; Ungar et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 53 
2019; Ungar, 2019) and 3D microscopy (Hillson et al., 2010; Bello, 2011). However, optical light 54 
microscopy (sensu lato) and SEM are still powerful tools for the rapid data collection for some dental 55 
features, and the visualization of others, in addition to being more widely available to researchers 56 
compared to some forms of microscopy (e.g., confocal and Focus Variation Microscope allowing 3D 57 
reconstruction). However, there are some shortcomings associated with optical light microscopy and SEM 58 
in dental anthropology. For instance, two-dimensional images of three-dimensional surfaces can leave 59 
some aspects of an image out of focus or distorted – an issue that was particularly prevalent in the 60 
transition from SEM-based microwear analyses to the use of confocal microscopy and scale-sensitive 61 
fractal analysis for dental microwear texture analysis (Ungar et al., 2008; Hernando et al., this issue). 62 
Another issue occurs when features of interest (e.g., instrumental striations or perikymata along an entire 63 
labial/buccal surface) can be larger than the entire field of view when using high magnification. These 64 
issues and others mean that researchers often negotiate between magnification, depth of field, and field of 65 
view. Stitching adjacent images into mosaic or composite images is a common way of dealing with issues 66 
of magnification versus field of view (e.g., Ryan and Johanson, 1989; Egocheaga et al., 2004; Guatelli-67 
Steinberg and Reid, 2010; Hillson et al., 2010; Willoughby et al., 2018), and the use of focus-stacking to 68 
create extended focus images can deal with depth of field issues (e.g., Willman et al., 2019). However, 69 
changing microscope settings during the acquisition of a series of images to be stitched often contributes 70 
to final mosaics with less than seamless blending. Furthermore, depth of field is generally not reasonably 71 
dealt with when subjects in an image are not flat, leaving aspects of mosaics out of focus and further 72 
contributing to poorly blended composite images. 73 

With these issues in mind, we describe a microscopic approach that uses focus-stacking (extended 74 
focus images) and panoramic stitching to create mosaic images with high depth of field using SEM. This 75 
“gigapixel-like” (GPL) imaging strategy (Vergès and Morales, 2014) can be used to create multiscale, 76 
high-resolution images of entire dental surfaces that can be viewed from a field of view that encompasses 77 
an entire surface to high magnification views of dental microstructure, microwear, taphonomic features, 78 
among other features. The strict definition of gigapixel images states that they are bitmap images 79 
containing at least one billion pixels, but many are simply large mosaics of high-resolution digital 80 
photographs (Vergès and Morales, 2014). The term “gigapixel-like” is used to denote that the gigapixel 81 
concept is employed, but a smaller number of pixels are generally used in contrast to traditional gigapixel 82 
images. Gigapixel and GPL images are not only useful for analysis, but also for scientific communication, 83 
publication, and training researchers (Louw and Crowley, 2013; Vergès and Morales, 2014). Gigapixel 84 
and GPL images are highly interactive, social, and participatory – characteristics that are ideal for 85 
teaching and communicating scientific results with the public (Louw and Crowley, 2013). Web-based 86 
viewers are available to publish GPL images online (Louw and Crowley, 2013; Vergès and Morales, 87 
2014), and the original images can be included as data supplements to research articles to allow other 88 
researchers to reconstruct GPL images or independently verify results (Vergès and Morales, 2014).   89 

The utility of gigapixel and GPL strategies for imaging petroglyphs (Louw and Crowley, 2013), 90 
shale microstructure (Fauchille et al., 2018), entomological specimens (Holovachov et al., 2014), and 91 
other subjects has been explored. Archaeological applications of GPL strategies have explored lithic use-92 
wear with SEM (Vergès and Morales, 2014) and reflected light microscopy for lithic use-wear 93 
(Fernández-Marchena et al., 2016) and retouch modifications from bone instruments (Mateo-Lomba et 94 
al., 2019). The present study concentrates on examples of macro- to microscopic features on dental tissues 95 
using SEM as a means of creating multi-scale mosaic images for didactic purposes ranging from scientific 96 
publication to teaching and outreach. Through improved teaching and communication of scientific results, 97 
GPL imaging strategies can help reduce inter- and intraobserver identification error, provide a cost-98 
effective means for initial observational training before transitioning to data acquisition with a 99 
microscope, and improve scientific communication in professional and public spheres.  100 
 101 
Materials and Methods 102 



 Examples for the present study are derived from the site of El Mirador Cave (Ibeas de Juarros, 103 
Burgos), on the southern slope of the Sierra de Atapuerca, where systematic excavations are ongoing 104 
since the 1999 (Vergès et al., 2002, 2008, 2016). The human remains studied here come from Chalcolithic 105 
burial context dating between 4000 ± 30 BP (4550-4390 cal. BP) and 4120 ± 30 BP (4880-4480 cal. BP) 106 
(Vergès et al., 2016). The dentitions from the site were the subject of previous analyses of non-alimentary 107 
uses of the anterior dentition (Lozano et al., 2017), buccal and occlusal microwear of the deciduous teeth 108 
of children (Hernando et al. 2020), morphological trait variation and pathology (Ceperuelo et al., 2015), 109 
root canal morphology (Ceperuelo et al., 2014), incremental growth analyses (Modesto-Mata et al., 2017), 110 
and microfossils in dental calculus (Bucchi et al., 2019).  111 

Three anterior teeth were chosen for GPL image construction using two different surfaces: the 112 
labial surface of a left mandibular lateral incisor (I2), the lingual surface of a right maxillary central 113 
incisor (I1), and the labial surface of another right I1. One of us (JCW) is currently analyzing variation in 114 
anterior dental wear features for the El Mirador collection, and chose the three examples used here on the 115 
basis of observations made macroscopically and with low magnification (~3x headset magnifier with 116 
LED light source). The intent was to choose teeth with a variety of wear and morphological features that 117 
could be used for didactic purposes. In particular, the examples explore GPL construction with teeth of 118 
different size (I1 and I2), and the complexity of the surface (smooth labial versus rugose lingual). Enamel 119 
surfaces were gently cleaned with alcohol and cotton applicators prior to visualization using an 120 
environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM: FEI Quanta 600) in low vacuum mode.  121 

SEM working distance was variable throughout analyses to collect image stacks for the creation 122 
of extended focus images. Working distance was between 10-20 mm for the entirety of each image 123 
acquisition period. All other SEM parameters (brightness, contrast, stage tilt, etc.) were held constant 124 
during image acquisition (Vergès and Morales, 2014). Each tooth surface was oriented as close to 125 
horizontal with respect to the detector as possible to reduce the number of images needed for each 126 
extended focus image set. Accelerating voltage was set at 20 kV.  127 

The number of micrographs taken at each position on the tooth varies based on the local depth of 128 
field. For example, in labial view, the mesial and distal edges of the tooth and root have greater depth of 129 
field than the center of the labial surface, which requires more images (e.g., about five to eight) in the 130 
former compared to the latter cases (e.g., about two to four). As working distance is adjusted to achieve a 131 
focus stack set for an extended focus image, it is better to take too many images than too few. Those 132 
images that are too out of focus to be included in an extended focus image stack can be removed later (see 133 
Supplemental Data). After completing an image set at one location, move to an adjacent area on the 134 
same tooth taking care to overlap with the previous focus stack by ~20-25% to ensure adequate 135 
photomerging later in the process (Vergès and Morales, 2014). 136 

The creation of extended focus images from a stack of images can be accomplished using a 137 
variety of free software options such as Hugin (http://hugin.sourceforge.net/) and ImageJ 138 
(https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/), or other subscription-based services like Adobe Photoshop CS6 or Helicon 139 
Focus (Helicon Soft Ltd.). Likewise, the same software packages and others (e.g., Microsoft Image 140 
Composite Editor [also freely available]: https://www.microsoft.com/en-141 
us/research/product/computational-photography-applications/image-composite-editor/) can be used to 142 
stitch and merge the extended focus images into a photomosaic. The present analysis uses Photoshop CS6 143 
and Microsoft ICE for the creation of GPL images. Guidelines outlining the full process for creating a 144 
GPL image is explained in a tutorial in the open access Supplemental Data.  145 
 146 
Results 147 
Example 1 – Labial surface of a left I2 148 
 The labial incisor surface of ATA09-MIR201-REM-489, a left I2, provides a number features to 149 
be explored with GPL panning and zooming (Figure 1). A series of enamel chips of small to medium size 150 
(grades 1 and 2: Bonfiglioli et al., 2004) present well-worn edges indicating an antemortem origin (Scott 151 
and Winn, 2011). Microstriations are also visible across the labio-occlusal edge and labial surface, as well 152 
as right-oblique instrumental striations that suggest the individual performed certain non-alimentary 153 
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behaviors with the right hand (Bermúdez de Castro et al., 1988). Some perikymata can be seen in addition 154 
to a furrow-form hypoplasia. A small deposit of calculus (grade 1: Brothwell, 1981) is present in the 155 
cervical third of the labial surface. Subtle postdepositional cracking of the root surface is also easily 156 
visualized. While not an exhaustive list of features present on the surface, these few examples show the 157 
utility of panning and zooming with a GPL image for the visualization of microscopic features on dental 158 
surfaces.  159 
 160 
Example 2 – Lingual surface of a right I1 161 

The lingual surface of ATA12-MIR201-S36-69, a right I1 (Figure 2), is particularly interesting 162 
with respect to behavioral reconstruction. The tooth exhibits lingual surface attrition of the maxillary 163 
anterior teeth (LSAMAT: Turner and Machado, 1983) involving the enamel and exposing dentin in the 164 
cervical third of the lingual surface (grade 2: Tanga et al., 2016). A faint continuous cingular lesion (CCL: 165 
Dori and Moggi-Cecchi, 2014; Carrasco et al., 2017; Marado et al., 2017) is also present. While the exact 166 
aetiology of CCL is poorly understood, the lesions are probably due to erosion (Dori and Moggi-Cecchi, 167 
2014; Carrasco et al., 2017), although some hypothesize that they are related to abrasive wear from non-168 
alimentary behaviors like fiber or cordage processing (Marado et al., 2017). The lack of localized 169 
striations on the CCL suggests an erosive origin in this case. However, the co-occurrence of CCL and 170 
LSAMAT has not been previously documented and may indicate that both abrasive and erosive behaviors 171 
are contributing to this unique combination of wear features. Multiple antemortem enamel chips are 172 
present (grades 1 and 2). Postdepositional cracking and splitting of enamel and dentin is also visible.  173 
 174 
Example 3 – Labial surface of a right I1  175 

The labial surface of ATA-MIR201-S36-68, a right I1 (Figure 3), also exhibits features of interest 176 
for behavioral reconstruction. The color macrophotograph shows appreciably darker enamel in the middle 177 
third of the crown compared to areas immediately surrounding it. The darker color and localized dullness 178 
of enamel indicates some thinning of the overlying enamel. These characteristics are commonly 179 
associated with erosive wear in clinical studies (Johansson et al., 1996, 2012; Ganss et al., 2014), but 180 
erosion is rarely documented in archaeological materials (reviewed in: Coupal and Sołtysiak, 2017). A 181 
GPL image was made to transect the lesion to further explore the microscopic wear patterning (Figure 3).  182 

The cervical-most portion of the GPL image shows a lack of striations, well-preserved enamel 183 
lacking striations, and a calculus deposit. Just below the calculus deposit, moving toward the incisal 184 
surface, there is a heavy concentration of striations with predominately horizontal to slight right-oblique 185 
orientation. The cervical-most striations (immediately incisal to the calculus deposit) are less well-defined 186 
(shallower, narrower) than those closer to the incisal edge which are wide with greater rounding of their 187 
borders. The cervical to incisal patterning of striations corresponds closely to the color/luster gradient 188 
seen in the macrophotograph – the areas of “bright” and well-preserved enamel have more well-defined 189 
striations whereas the striations overlying the darkest/dullest enamel are poorly defined. A micrograph 190 
(not used for the construction of the GPL image of this tooth) was taken at higher magnification (300x) to 191 
obtain details of suspected erosion (Figure 4).  192 

The higher magnification detail (Figure 4) of the dark and dull enamel surface shows the 193 
characteristic “honeycomb” pattern of prism exposure caused by chemical erosion. Coupal and Sołtysiak 194 
(2017) suggest using magnification of 300x to observe chemically eroded surfaces. However, we note 195 
here that it is more important to include a scale bar or an indication of the horizontal field of view in a 196 
micrograph than relying on magnification alone (Borel et al., 2014; Martín-Viveros and Ollé, 2020; 197 
Hernando et al., this issue). Nevertheless, erosion and instrumental striations are evident on the middle 198 
third of the labial face (Figure 4).  199 

The complementary use of SEM and optical light microscopy for studying use-wear and residues 200 
on stone tools is well-established (e.g., Borel et al., 2014; Ollé  et al, 2016; Pedergnana and Ollé, 2018), 201 
and the use of optical light microscopy as an alternative to SEM for the analysis of buccal dental 202 
microwear is promising (Hernando et al., this issue). Combinations of optical and SEM observations are 203 
sometimes used to examine, describe, and visually document various dental wear features on hominin 204 



teeth (e.g., Lozano et al., 2013; Xing et al., 2017; Willman et al., 2019). These dental-based studies 205 
generally use some form of optical light microscopy (sensu lato), at lower low magnification (less than 206 
200x), in combination with SEM-based observations ranging from low to high magnification as a means 207 
of improving interpretation and visualization of various dental wear features. The combination of digital 208 
macrophotography and SEM in the present study (Figure 3) also shows how the use of more than one 209 
visualization methodology can enhance descriptive and visual presentation of dental wear features (see 210 
also Willman, 2016; Willman et al., 2020). While digital (macro)photography is a commonly available 211 
resource for studying fossil and subfossil human teeth, portable or tabletop optical light microscopy 212 
(sensu lato) may not be. The ATA-MIR201-S36-68 tooth was chosen for GPL imaging in part because of 213 
the curious enamel color (dark) and luster (dull) of the labial surface. Had the tooth simply been molded 214 
with silicone and observed as a translucent or opaque dental cast at a later date (as is common in many 215 
fossil-oriented SEM studies), the eroded surface may not have been as easily identified as interesting 216 
enough to observe at higher magnification using SEM. Therefore, we suggest that digital documentation 217 
of the original dental surfaces – either with (macro)photography or other low-magnification approaches 218 
(e.g., forms of optical light microscopy, sensu lato) – should be included alongside the micrographs 219 
obtained using SEM when possible in bioarchaeological and paleoanthropological investigations of 220 
human dental wear features.  221 

As with the example of ATA09-MIR201-REM-489, the orientation of the striations probably 222 
indicates a right-handed manipulative behavior producing the striations (Bermúdez de Castro et al., 1988). 223 
The predominately horizontal orientation of the striations is similar to the pattern observed in the 224 
Mesolithic human teeth from El Collado (Oliva, Valencia, Spain) and a Neolithic individual from St. Pau 225 
(Barcelona, Spain: Lalueza-Fox, 1992). The absence of striations above the large calculus deposit, the 226 
presence of fine striations just below the calculus deposit, and the presence of wider striations with well-227 
worn margins closer to the incisal edge is interesting. Macroscopic enamel chipping is also apparent on 228 
the incisal edge.  229 

A repetitive manipulative behavior that avoided contact between the exogenous, manipulated 230 
material and the gingiva may explain the cervical to incisal distribution of labial surface striations and 231 
incisal chipping. However, the labial erosion is somewhat unique in the present study, given how few 232 
studies document dental erosion in archaeological contexts (Robb et al., 1991; Kieser et al., 2001; Ganss 233 
et al., 2002; Lanigan and Bartlett, 2013; Tomczyk and Zalewska, 2016; Coupal and Sołtysiak, 2017). At 234 
this point, it is unclear from a single example whether the chemical erosion, striations, and dental 235 
chipping resulted from a singular behavior or multiple distinct behaviors. However, the etiology and 236 
prevalence of dental erosion in the El Mirador sample is beyond the scope of the present paper, and we 237 
cannot extrapolate our results for three dental surfaces to the entire dental sample. As previously noted, a 238 
complete analysis of El Mirador anterior dental wear is currently underway.  239 
  240 
Discussion and Conclusion  241 

The multi-scale mosaic images of dental surfaces created here illustrate the broad applications of 242 
GPL imaging strategies for didactic purposes ranging from scientific publication, to teaching and 243 
outreach. The analysis of dental wear features, incremental growth, calculus deposits, pathology, enamel 244 
erosion, and other visually identified features commonly studied by dental anthropologists are well-suited 245 
to study and visualization using GPL imaging strategies. Furthermore, technicians can create the raw 246 
images necessary for the creation of GPL images that can then be studied and analyzed by trained 247 
observers after the acquisition process (Louw and Crowley, 2013; Louw et al., 2013; Vergès and Morales, 248 
2014).  249 

Museums are increasingly integrating digital content into exhibits and websites for public 250 
communication of scientific media as well as art and cultural media. The proliferation of software to 251 
create Gigapixel and GPL images, has been accompanied by online hosts for sharing and annotating them 252 
(www.gigamacro.com, www.gigapan.com). The ability to “pan and zoom” with GPL images offers 253 
another way in which the public can interact with scientific content in a self-guided manner (Louw and 254 
Crowley, 2013; Louw et al., 2013). Trained researchers can identify features of interest through 255 
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annotation to create “scavenger hunts” for training purposes and public interaction with GPL images. 256 
Thus, the use of GPL imaging in dental anthropology has far reaching possibilities for teaching and 257 
communication of scientific results, reducing inter- and intraobserver identification error, providing a 258 
cost-effective means for training researchers in microscopic observational protocols, and improving 259 
scientific communication in professional and public spheres.  260 

We intentionally focused on the use of GPL images in the present work for qualitative analyses, 261 
training, and outreach rather quantitative analyses. This is partially because several factors may introduce 262 
measurement “noise” or mask specific features in the extended focus image and the process of creating a 263 
mosaic GPL image (also see: Supplemental Data). Some factors include, but are not limited to: 264 
differences in working distance and/or number of images used in each extended focus image stack that 265 
make up a single GPL mosaic, total surface depth or surface heterogeneity of an object being analyzed, 266 
the magnification under which observations are made, and the software – and methods within each 267 
software program – used to stack and stitch images. We have addressed some of these issues here (see 268 
Supplemental Data), but it should be noted that the methodology outlined here is provided as a guideline 269 
for producing the most appropriate GPL images for the desired research, training, or outreach purposes. 270 
For example, the initial examples (Figure 1 and 2) of whole surfaces are more likely to create distortion 271 
or mask features (especially along the edges of highly curved aspects of the tooth) compared to the 272 
relatively simple, flat GPL featured in the final example (Figure 3). The final image (Figure 3), is 273 
unlikely to exhibit distortion of measurements given the parameters of the software (Microsoft ICE) used 274 
to create the final GPL (see also Fernández-Marchena et al., 2016 for an similar example featuring rock 275 
crystal). In contrast, the complex shape of entire tooth surface (Figure 1 and 2), or similar objects, may 276 
necessitate less stringent algorithms for the stitching of mosaics that impart some imperfections or 277 
distortions in a final GPL image (see Supplemental Data). The researcher must make these decisions and 278 
the accuracy of the images should be described in the text or supplemental data, or more reasonably – the 279 
raw data (original micrographs/images) should be made open access so other researchers can 280 
independently assess their reliability for their purposes.  281 

GPL will not replace the need to re-analyze dental fossil surfaces completely – especially since it 282 
represents only one form of visual documentation of a surface. While, many researchers already rely on 283 
casts to prevent unnecessary handling of original specimens (see also: Hernando et al, this issue), high-284 
resolution GPL images of original fossils may further reduce the need for some re-analysis and handling. 285 
Furthermore, GPL images may also enhance remote collaboration between research institutions and 286 
curators while simultaneously creating materials to enhance public engagement with this form of 287 
scientific communication. Another area of potential elaboration of the GPL approach may be SEM-based 288 
microphotogrammetry (e.g., Ball et al., 2017). While this approach would require an even greater amount 289 
of uninterrupted SEM use for image acquisition, the creation of 3D models may provide an answer to 290 
some issues associated with poor image stitching, loss of resolution, or masking of features along the 291 
edges of objects with high relief we encountered with the dental examples here.      292 

Lastly, it is not known whether the dental wear features documented here using GPL imaging 293 
strategies are representative of the entire dental sample from El Mirador Cave, but CCL and labial erosion 294 
are seldom documented in bioarchaeological analyses of dental wear. Nevertheless, these three examples 295 
illustrate the multifactorial nature of dental wear while simultaneously illustrating the utility of GPL 296 
imaging strategies to document disparate features on dental surfaces. We also make an argument that 297 
SEM (and SEM-based GPL reconstructions) can be complimented by using optical light microscopy 298 
and/or digital (macro)photography of the original dental surfaces – a practice that is exceedingly common 299 
in microscope-based studies of archaeological material culture but less commonly employed for the 300 
analysis of human remains. We are just beginning to understand the broader geographic and temporal 301 
distributions of non-alimentary behaviors in the Holocene. GPL images offer one means of thoroughly 302 
documenting unique forms of wear. GPL images can be downloaded and used to train other researchers in 303 
observation protocols; thus, continuing to expand the current spatiotemporal distribution and improve 304 
interpretations of these traces of past human behaviors written on the surfaces of teeth. 305 
 306 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 549 
 550 
Figure 1. Gigapixel-like (GPL) image of the labial surface of ATA09-MIR201-REM-489, a left I2, from 551 
El Mirador Cave with 1 mm scale (center) and call-out boxes features surfaces details under various 552 
magnifications. Number next to each call-out box indicates the magnification used relative to the 553 
complete GPL image. Descriptions proceed clockwise from upper right corner. Orange rectangle: 554 
Medium size antemortem enamel chip with well-worn margins. Green rectangle: Detail of 555 
cementoenamel junction and root surface. Subtle perikymata (bottom left quadrant) and striations (upper 556 
left quadrant) are visible on the enamel. Subtle postmortem cracking of root surface also evident. 557 
Magenta rectangle: Detail of furrow-form hypoplasia with clearly visible perikymata (between white 558 
arrows). Black arrow points to dental calculus deposit. White rectangle: Detail of instrumental striation 559 
with a right oblique orientation. Blue rectangle: arrows indicate microstriations on labio-incisal edge and 560 
a well-worn, but small, antemortem enamel chip to the left of the image. 561 
 562 
 563 
Figure 2. Gigapixel-like (GPL) image of the lingual surface of ATA12-MIR201-S36-69, a right I1, from 564 
El Mirador Cave with 1 mm scale (center) and call-out boxes features surfaces details under various 565 
magnifications. Number next to each call-out box indicates the magnification used relative to the 566 
complete GPL image. Descriptions proceed clockwise from upper right corner. Orange rectangle: Detail 567 
of the margin of a faint continuous cingular lesion (CCL). Cementoenamel junction and root surface also 568 
visible. Green rectangle: Detail of a medium-sized antemortem enamel chip with well-rounded edges. 569 
Occlusal edge exhibits some pitting and microstriations. Magenta rectangle: Detail of occlusal surface 570 
showing postdepositional cracking of dentin and enamel. White rectangle: Detail of portion of lingual 571 
fossa showing well-worn surface and exogenous materials in deepest recesses. Blue rectangle: Detail of 572 
faint CCL. Yellow arrows: dentin exposure characteristic of lingual surface attrition of the maxillary 573 
anterior teeth (LSAMAT). 574 
 575 
 576 
Figure 3. Macrophotograph with call-out (black box) for gigapixel-like (GPL) image of a portion of the 577 
labial surface of ATA-MIR201-S36-68, a right I1, from El Mirador Cave. Scales are 1 mm. Call-out boxes 578 
with dashed borders represent 4x magnification relative to the central GPL image. Note the broad area of 579 
dull and darkened enamel in the middle third of the macrophotograph. Descriptions proceed clockwise 580 
from upper left corner. Blue rectangle: Detail of enamel near cervix. Large inclusion is a calculus deposit. 581 
Note a lack of striations, visible perikymata, and small flecks of calculus. Orange rectangle: Heavily 582 
striated surface. Striations are predominately horizontal or low-oblique angles. Green rectangle: Heavily 583 
striated surface. Striations are predominately horizontal or low-oblique angles. Many of the striations are 584 
wider and deeper with well-worn edges compared to example above (orange rectangle). Magenta 585 
rectangle: Appearance very similar to example above (green rectangle). 586 
 587 
 588 
Figure 4. Gigapixel-like (GPL) image of a portion of the labial surface of ATA-MIR201-S36-68, a right 589 
I1, from El Mirador Cave with 1 mm scale bar. Orange dashed call-out box shows area examined at 300x 590 
magnification (with 300 μm scale bar). The solid-border call-out box indicates the area of the micrograph 591 
that is magnified 3x in the bottom image to show the characteristic “honeycomb” pattern of enamel prism 592 
erosion as well as some horizontal striations. These images were not used for the creation of the GPL 593 
image.   594 
  595 



Figure Captions 596 

 597 
Figure 1. Gigapixel-like (GPL) image of the labial surface of ATA09-MIR201-REM-489, a left I2, from 598 
El Mirador Cave with 1 mm scale (center) and call-out boxes features surfaces details under various 599 
magnifications. Number next to each call-out box indicates the magnification used relative to the 600 
complete GPL image. Descriptions proceed clockwise from upper right corner. Orange rectangle: 601 
Medium size antemortem enamel chip with well-worn margins. Green rectangle: Detail of 602 
cementoenamel junction and root surface. Subtle perikymata (bottom left quadrant) and striations (upper 603 
left quadrant) are visible on the enamel. Subtle postmortem cracking of root surface also evident. 604 
Magenta rectangle: Detail of furrow-form hypoplasia with clearly visible perikymata (between white 605 
arrows). Black arrow points to dental calculus deposit. White rectangle: Detail of instrumental striation 606 
with a right oblique orientation. Blue rectangle: arrows indicate microstriations on labio-incisal edge and 607 
a well-worn, but small, antemortem enamel chip to the left of the image. 608 



 609 
Figure 2. Gigapixel-like (GPL) image of the lingual surface of ATA12-MIR201-S36-69, a right I1, from 610 
El Mirador Cave with 1 mm scale (center) and call-out boxes features surfaces details under various 611 
magnifications. Number next to each call-out box indicates the magnification used relative to the 612 
complete GPL image. Descriptions proceed clockwise from upper right corner. Orange rectangle: Detail 613 
of the margin of a faint continuous cingular lesion (CCL). Cementoenamel junction and root surface also 614 
visible. Green rectangle: Detail of a medium-sized antemortem enamel chip with well-rounded edges. 615 
Occlusal edge exhibits some pitting and microstriations. Magenta rectangle: Detail of occlusal surface 616 
showing postdepositional cracking of dentin and enamel. White rectangle: Detail of portion of lingual 617 
fossa showing well-worn surface and exogenous materials in deepest recesses. Blue rectangle: Detail of 618 
faint CCL. Yellow arrows: dentin exposure characteristic of lingual surface attrition of the maxillary 619 
anterior teeth (LSAMAT). 620 
 621 



 622 
Figure 3. Macrophotograph with call-out (black box) for gigapixel-like (GPL) image of a portion of the 623 
labial surface of ATA-MIR201-S36-68, a right I1, from El Mirador Cave. Scales are 1 mm. Call-out boxes 624 
with dashed borders represent 4x magnification relative to the central GPL image. Note the broad area of 625 
dull and darkened enamel in the middle third of the macrophotograph. Descriptions proceed clockwise 626 
from upper left corner. Blue rectangle: Detail of enamel near cervix. Large inclusion is a calculus deposit. 627 
Note a lack of striations, visible perikymata, and small flecks of calculus. Orange rectangle: Heavily 628 
striated surface. Striations are predominately horizontal or low-oblique angles. Green rectangle: Heavily 629 
striated surface. Striations are predominately horizontal or low-oblique angles. Many of the striations are 630 
wider and deeper with well-worn edges compared to example above (orange rectangle). Magenta 631 
rectangle: Appearance very similar to example above (green rectangle). 632 
 633 



 634 
 635 
Figure 4. Gigapixel-like (GPL) image of a portion of the labial surface of ATA-MIR201-S36-68, a right 636 
I1, from El Mirador Cave with 1 mm scale bar. Orange dashed call-out box shows area examined at 300x 637 
magnification (with 300 μm scale bar). The solid-border call-out box indicates the area of the micrograph 638 
that is magnified 3x in the bottom image to show the characteristic “honeycomb” pattern of enamel prism 639 
erosion as well as some horizontal striations. These images were not used for the creation of the GPL 640 
image.   641 
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